
Seminar programme, April 13th, 2016:  

Belarus: second hand future?

08:30 to 09:00 Co�ee and sandwich

09:00 to 09:15 (I) Introduction
Martin Uggla, chairperson of Östgruppen 

09:15 to 10:30 (II) Belarus by proxy: media, control and creativity
The state apparatus e�ectively controls most traditional media in Belarus, leaving limited room for 
some alternative outlets, for show. However, control on the internet is a more challenging task. 
Moreover, Russian media – the main exception here, and once an important source of alternative 
information – now targets a Belarusian audience with an agenda of its own. What’s at stake in the 
informational war on Belarusian ground and which are the dynamics of independent journalism in 
Belarus, in the digital era?

Andrei Aliaksandrau, deputy director of independent Belarusian news agency BelaPAN
Iryna Vidanava, founder of on-line magazines Citydog.by and 34mag.net
Moderation: Jon Fridholm, Östgruppen

10:30 to 10:45 Short break

10:45 to 12:00 (III) EU and Belarus: new openings or business as usual?
EU has replaced sanctions with softer forms of “critical engagement” in Belarus. The decision was 
o�cially motivated by progress, but observers rather point at geopolitical priorities and lost faith in 
restrictive measures per se. Is Europe dropping focus on human rights for the sake of stability? Or 
will relaxed relations, on the contrary, more e�ectively make way for democratic reforms? Learn 
about the status of EU-Belarus relations, within the framework of the Eastern Partnership, and how 
the Belarusian human rights movement evaluate current state of a�airs. 

Ales Bialiatski, chairperson of Human Rights Center Viasna 
Martin Hagström, ambassador for the Eastern Partnership at the Swedish MFA
Moderation: Jon Fridholm, Östgruppen

Time and location: 9 am to 3 pm, at the Royal Coin Cabinet, Slottsbacken 6
Tea, co�ee and sandwich at 8.30. Lunch at own expense
Register at: http://simpleeventsignup.com/event/74632, no later than April 11th



12:00 to 13:15 Lunch break

13:15 to 14:45 (IV) Civil Society: coming out, getting through 
Meet representatives of two contemporary civic movements in Belarus, “MAKEOUT”, a network of 
people raising awareness about gender and sexuality through di�erent platforms, and the 
“Belarusian Documentation Center”, a human rights organization collecting data about human 
rights related o�enses. What, how and why are they doing what they do, and how do they reach 
and connect to people out of their own “in-group”?

Andrei Zavalei, MakeOut
Raisa Mikhailovskaya, director, Belarusian Documentation Center
Moderation: Volha Paddubnaya, Forum Syd

14:45 to 15:00 Summary and conclusion

Language: English and Russian with interpretation to English
Organized by Östgruppen, in cooperation with Forum Syd


